Girona …
Mobility = Connection
Connecting …

… the existing accessible areas
Connecting ...

... the green spaces
Connecting ...

... monuments and buildings
How to do it??? …
Accessible circuit around and into the city

Combination of ramps and stairs to solve the problem of accessibility

Panoramic elevator in one of the towers offering views of old and new city

Reinterpretation of the combination of ramps and stairs at a different scale in one of the parks, granting access to disabled people, bicycles etc as well as areas for rest, playground for children or summer theatre.

Connection of buildings and monuments, pedestrian walks surrounding main buildings become accessible.

Itineraries for tourists for 3/5 hours or 3/5 days

Dam over river permitting access for small boats.

Tactile maps for blind people as well as 3d models of monuments

Transformation of the railway bridge into a “green axis” linking the old and new city as well as the existing green spaces

Use of space under and above the bridge for various purposes